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I.

Abstract – Sea Smoke, A Screenplay by Carolyn Phinney Rankin, 2012:
A Thesis in Partial Fulfillment of the Requirements for the Degree of Master of
Fine Arts in Film and Animation

“Sea Smoke” is a feature-length screenplay that tells the story of Nilly Hayworth, a
successful advertising executive living and working in mid-coast Maine. Nilly is married
to Hank Hayworth, a lawyer, and they have a son, Jasper, who has just finished law
school. Nilly’s father is William “Bill” J. Pixley. She has a brother named William
“Butch” Pixley Jr., who is married to Holly Pixley, pregnant with their first child.
Nilly has accommodated to her father’s strong preference for his son , her brother. She
has also adjusted to and forgiven Hank for past affairs. Nilly is offered a position as the
campaign manager of George Somers, a married civil engineer running for Congress
against a nine-term incumbent, Reese Davis. Nilly’s father and husband are against that
idea.
When Nilly learns that Hank has had yet another affair, she decides to separate from
Hank and run George’s political campaign. From that moment on, Nilly is beset with a
variety of challenges culminating in a risk to her life. Nilly perseveres and gains insight
into a man – George – who is different from her father and husband, especially in his
treatment of her as a partner/equal. Nilly and George obviously enjoy each other’s
company and a level of sexual tension is evident between them, though nothing sexual
occurs. Near the end of the story Nilly is further challenged when she sees George
embracing a college intern working on his campaign. She mistakes this as a romantic
interlude, which George explains it is most certainly not – he was comforting the tearyeyed intern. George wins the campaign and asks Nilly to join him in Washington. With
both of them acknowledging the strong attraction between them, Nilly declines to go
saying “I want more.”
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Sea Smoke, A Screenplay by Carolyn Phinney Rankin, 2012:
A Thesis in Partial Fulfillment of the Requirements for the Degree of Master of Fine Arts
in Film and Animation
From The Notebooks of Malte Laurids Brigge by Rainer Maria Rilke. Translated by M.D. Herter Norton,
W.W. Norton & Company, 26.
For the sake of a single verse, one must see cities, men and things, one must know the animals, one must
feel how the birds fly and know the gesture with which the little flowers open in the morning. One must be
able to think back to roads in unknown regions, to unexpected meetings and to partings one had long seen
coming; to days of childhood that are still unexplained, to parents whom one had to hurt when they brought
one some joy and one did not grasp it (it was a joy for someone else): to childhood illnesses that
so strangely begin with such a number of profound and grave transformations, to days in rooms withdrawn
and quiet and to mornings by the sea, to the sea itself, to seas, to nights of travel that rushed along on high
and flew with all the stars-and it is not yet enough if one may think of all this. One must have memories of
many nights of love, none of which was like the others, of the screams of women in labor, and of light,
white, sleeping women in childbed, closing again. But one must also have been beside the dying, must have
sat beside the dead in a room with the open window and the fitful noises.
And still it is not yet enough to have memories. One must be able to forget them when they are many and
one must have the great patience to wait until they come again. For it is not yet the memories themselves.
Not till they have turned to blood within us, to glance and gesture, nameless and no longer to be
distinguished from ourselves-not till then can it happen that in a most rare hour the first word of a verse
arises in their midst and goes forth from them.

If only. If only experience were enough to write anything, a single verse or an
exceptional screenplay.
I thought experience would serve me well writing my thesis screenplay. Writing is
definitely in my wheelhouse.
After all, I had earned a living for years as a writer for print, web, corporate films, and
television commercials. [Appendix A] It didn’t daunt me that the longest film I’d written
as a professional writer was only 30 minutes long. In retrospect, it probably should have.
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But I was further emboldened because I’d studied the making of films in RIT’s School of
Film and Animation with the same zest I’d felt when I studied literature many years
before. Along with production courses, I took screenwriting courses. I additionally
studied film and screenwriting at the Maine Media Workshops over five summers. And, I
read well-known and not-so-well-known books on screenplay writing. [Appendix B]
Without a doubt, I thought, it would help that I’d lived the moments Rilke described in
“for the sake of a single verse.” My life would provide rich material; at least on that score
I was correct.
And, yet, none of it was enough to write an exceptional screenplay. This proved to be my
most important learning: a feature-length screenplay is devilishly hard to write well; it is
a particular craft that requires practice. “Sea Smoke” is my first feature-length screenplay.
This paper will describe my personal journey in thesis-making via a feature-length
screenplay.
First Proposal
My first thesis proposal wasn’t for a feature-length screensplay at all. It was for a short
film with the working title “Ruthie, Violet, Minnie & Russ.” This was to be a comedy,
with heart. I worked hard on a treatment [Appendix C] and was excited about the
prospect of filming this project.
Premise: We only think we know the ones we love.
Story – “Ruth, Violet, Minnie & Russ”:
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Ruthie is making funeral arrangements for her long-time companion, Russ, when Russ’s
estranged Catholic wife, Violet, arrives and asserts her rights to
take charge. Ruthie, believing Russ was the victim of a loveless marriage, fights for her
rights to lay him to rest. Violet decides Ruthie deserves the truth about Russ, only to have
both Ruthie and Violet surprised by intimations of yet other women in Russ’s life and the
climatic/dramatic arrival of one of these woman at Russ’s funeral – Minnie.
The RIT fauclty approved this film for my thesis on May 14, 2007. [Appendix D]
As I began to think through the screenplay and work on securing a cast and locations for
shooting, I kept wondering if writing a feature-length screenplay was a more reasonable
culmination of my work toward an MFA in Film. Ultimately, writing was the aspect of
movie-making that best matched my talents and passion. So, as I secured a local bar
where I could shoot scenes, tried to find a funeral home that would accommodate filming,
considered casting, and the script, I was drawn more and more toward the idea of taking
some of the basic story elements of this film and making them into a feature-length
screenplay instead.
I consulted Malcolm Spaull, my Thesis Committee Chair, and wrote a new treatment for
a feature-length screenplay. [Appendix E]
Premise: We only think we know the ones we love.
Story – “Truth & Love”:
Mike, 62, a jazz club owner, is married to Violet, 62, a devout Catholic, but he’s lived
with Ruthie, 50, for 10 years. Mike and Violet have a son, David, 35. Ruthie has a
daughter, Beth, 29, who is secretly dating David. Beth, meanwhile, is not only enamored
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of David, but also has recently fallen for Grau, an Argentine painter, who is showing his
work at the local gallery that Beth owns.
As the film opens at the Lamplighter Bar, David and Beth are having a drink and kidding
each other about being almost sister and brother. Mike and Ruthie enter the same bar,
having come there to celebrate. Mike won $50 million in the state lottery a week ago and
has collected the money, though they’ve told no one. David and Beth look for an
opportunity to duck out before Mike and Ruthie see them.
Mike and Ruthie have an amorous night, but when she nudges him the next morning to
turn off the alarm, he’s dead. As the story unfolds, secrets are spilled that forever alter
the lives of all those still living.
Malcolm Spaull felt strongly that this treatment was merely the previously approved short
film with extra characters and scenes. He suggested a major revision. I felt that starting
fresh with an entirely new concept and treatment would probably work better, because I
was uncertain I could break away from the original short film significantly enough to
meet expectations.
Second Proposals
It is, of course, a requirement to re-propose a new thesis concept to the RIT film faculty. I
wanted to increase my chances of approval by submitting two proposals at the same time.
In addition to my strong and continuing interest in taking writing to a new level by
writing a feature-length screenplay, I had also developed and nurtured an interest in
documentary filmmaking throughout my time at RIT. At RIT, I had taken documentary
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classes and produced two documentaries that were presented at screenings. Additionally,
at the Maine Media Workshops, I had taken a 4-week documentary film class
culminating in a short film that I wrote, directed, and shot, and completed two courses in
writing the documentary and others in researching the documentary and the art of the
interview.
With dual interestss in documentary work and screenwriting, I decided to make two
separate proposals: a documentary and a feature-length screenplay.
The documentary I proposed was called “Drive.” [Appendix F]
Docmentary Story – “Drive”:
“Drive” is s a bio/profile of Rene Isidore, an extraordinary sales person for Lexus. The
15-20 minute film will be a film of discovery: What makes Rene tick? Where does he
get his drive?
And why should we care?
Rene Isidore is the top sales person for Lexus in Rochester, and one of the top sales
people nationwide for the Lexus brand. He grew up with significant disadvantages: an
early childhood in Haiti, where his family went without food for 3 days at a time. At age 9,
he arrived in the U.S., speaking only Creole. You’d never know it today. Rene is 65, but
looks years away from retirement.
Rene was a top sales person for IBM before turning to cars. He has a handicapped wife,
whom he adores. He has no children. He is forthright about a past drinking problem.
Rene gets most of his business now from referrals and repeat customers.
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When you buy a car from Rene, he tells you "I will be your only contact from now on.
Need help with the navigation tools. Call me. Need routine service. Call me. Can't figure
out how to install the automatic garage door feature on you review mirror. I'll come out.
Trouble on a trip. Call me." It's not a boast. He does these things for customers.
The other proposal I submitted to the RIT film faculty was called “Greenlight,” a featurelength screenplay. [Appendix G]
Story – ‘Greenlight”:
A female film director, Nilly, finally gets an Oscar‐worthy project – a remake of The
Great Gatsby – but on set she must confront sabotage and reconnections with her past
that lead to tragic results.
Greenlight is a feature-length screenplay that explores a mature women’s need to excel,
to be impressive – a need that has haunted her since childhood. In filming The Great
Gatsby, in itself an examination of a fixation on a goal, Nilly faces more than the
obstacles thrown in her way; she faces, at last, who she really is.
The RIT film faculty felt the feature-length screenplay had more potential. They liked the
growth in Nilly, but wanted the film to move away from a film about filming. They
challenged me to come up with a new narrative. I believe I had something like a week to
reach that goal and re-submit a new proposal.
The Proposal That Became My Thesis – “Sea Smoke”
The new proposal envisioned Nilly in different circumstances than the Nilly of
“Greenlight.” This Nilly still had needs to be impressive and respected, but at the
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faculty’s suggestion I chose a new world for Nilly, one that I was familiar with.
[Appendix H]
Story – “Sea Smoke”:
Nilly, principal of a regional advertising agency, finally gets an opportunity to do
something fresh, exciting, and national in scope – manage a Congressional
campaign – but she must confront mysterious sabotage and reconnections with her past.
Her life is forever altered as a result.
“Sea Smoke” is a feature-length screenplay that explores a women’s hunger to be loved
and need to excel, to be impressive – needs that have collided and haunted her since
childhood.
Note: Sea smoke is a morning mist created when the ocean’s warm waters collide with
cooler sea air.
Like Nilly in “Sea Smoke” I am an advertising executive who began my own business. I
have run a congressional campaign and handled communications and strategy for other
campaigns. Although I was once asked to run for State Assembly, I declined and only ran
myself as a Delegate to the Democratic National Convention, a race I won. I remain very
interested in politics, but the most I do these days is put up a lawn sign or two and make
donations. Regarding the setting of the screenplay in Maine, I’ve spent a lot of time in
Maine in film and photographic workshops, and visiting friends. I also researched the
congressional districts in Maine – it’s a small state; there are only two. I was able to
retain many of the principal players described in “Greenlight”; and the central tensions
among them. In “Sea Smoke,” as in “Greenlight,” I continued to explore the particular
concerns of a mature woman who has lived with less respect and recognition from her
father and husband than she longs to have.
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This proposal was accepted by the RIT faculty on May 10, 2010. [Appendix I]
They asked in addition that I take a new screenwriting course, and accepted my proposal
to take that course at the Maine Media Workshops that very summer. The course was
taught by Columbia University professor, Janet Roach, one of two screenwriters of
“Prizzi’s Honor.” That film achieved seven Academy Award nominations, including Best
Screenplay Based on Material from Another Medium.
And So More Hard Work Began
Defining four treatments until I finally created one I keenly wanted to pursue, and had
received RIT film faculty blessing, was in itself an arduous process. Yet, it was nothing
compared to actually writing a screenplay that would run about 90 minutes if filmed.
I struggled. I understood the “anatomy” of story-telling, as John Truby would call it, but
recognizing the structure and conventions of feature-length filmmaking is altogether
different than producing an original screenplay oneself. Every scene needs some tension
and a purpose that propels the story. Characters need to be delineated, and hold the
viewer’s interest. The protagonist needs to have an “arc” – a change from who she is at
the beginning and who she is at the end. At the same time, this craft with several accepted
conventions, needs to feel “organic,” unforced as the story unfolds.
My protagonist, Nilly, had to take on a challenge that would transform her – a key plot
point. And she needed to face increasingly difficult challenges and finally take an
ultimate action that signified growth and change in her.
As I started to write “Sea Smoke,” I stumbled. I would write a scene, and discard it. I
developed writer’s block at times. I couldn’t figure out how to make scenes work at other
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times. I had to let go of scenes I loved because they weren’t moving the story forward. I
tried different plot scenarios, only to reject them after time to reflect.
I got bogged down. In Maine, working in the class with Janet Roach, I got confused
about Nilly, and whether she was likeable at all. I started not to like her at one juncture.
After that I couldn’t write anything for weeks. I started to fear I couldn’t make this work.
But I had to make it work.
I slogged away; not having any fun. I swore I’d never attempt another screenplay. To
edify myself, I kept going to films. Of course I did that. And I read and re-read scripts I
like: “Adaptation,” “The Shawshank Redemption,” and “Cairo Time.” To prime the
pump, I bought books on politics and political campaigns and read or skimmed them:
Game Change, The Bridge: The Life and Rise of Barack Obama, The Politician, The
Conscience of a Liberal, Life’s a Campaign, Fear and Loathing on the Campaign
Trail ’72, Dirty Sexy Politics, and recently The Price of Politics. [Appendix J]
I watched MSNBC’s “Morning Joe” every weekday morning to hear talk about politics
from the Left and Right. I rarely missed “Meet the Press.” Occasionally, I watched a
FOX broadcast. I read The Wall Street Journal and The New York Times every day,
paying close attention to political opinion writers. I read “Campaign Tips From Cicero
With Commentary From James Carville” in Foreign Affairs magazine. There were two
moving portraits of the bedrooms of fallen service members that I happened upon in an
article in Smithsonian magazine that I referenced in my script. [Appendix K] I looked
through a marketing brochure from Thos. Moser, a fine-crafted furniture maker in
Freeport, Maine, and built a scene around a pencil bed they had in inventory. [Appendix
L] I watched the Presidential debates and the debate commentary that followed.
In my personal life, my adult daughter was encouraging; friends kept asking kindly about
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how things were coming; some relatives – who will be nameless – were doubtful that I’d
ever finish my MFA. I was determined to finish.
My beloved sister, a widow, had numerous hospitalizations throughout the thesis project.
All of the ER visits were followed by long hospital stays with life-endangering symptoms.
I was at her side for hours and days in various Buffalo hospitals, more than an hour and a
half from my home. Her ill health added
measurably to the stresses. My painful knees, which require me to rise out of my chair to
flex and stretch every half-hour, were distracting. And, I continued to
have a business to run, and another business where I’m an active business partner. Life
kept happening, and finally so did the script.
I got excited about writing it again. Day after day I made progress. It was fun once more.
At last I felt I had something worthy to present.
My Thesis Committee – Malcolm Spaull, Tina Lent, and Sam Marks – read the script and
offered their recommendations. Sam later met with me to answer additional questions I
had and to offer still more suggestions. He told me to watch the film “Michael Clayton”
to remind myself how to move each scene in a film and create tension and character. I did.
A key request from the Committee was for a new treatment that concentrated on Nilly
and her actions alone. They wanted Nilly to be the prime mover throughout the film. I did
the new treatment. [Appendix M]
The new treatment following just Nilly was approved by the Thesis Committee.
I wrote a new script following that treatment. The Thesis Committee reviewed it once
more. Each member of the Committee offered further thoughts to improve my work.
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Again, Sam Marks spent additional time with me to raise questions and offer his
observations. I took each Committee member’s advice. I re-wrote and re-considered
various scenes. Then, I re-wrote some more. I took an online class on doing re-writes
from Screenwriting U to leave no stone unturned in achieving a better screenplay.
Nilly, the Protagonist
Of all the recommendations my MFA Thesis Committee made, none was more important
than ensuring that Nilly, the protagonist, had an arc, a change, and was proactive in
determining that change. Originally, I had Anne, the MSNBC reporter, taking on some of
the more proactive steps to ferret out who was behind the skullduggery against the
Somers campaign. In the final version of the script, Nilly is the one who orchestrates the
moves that lead to uncovering the plots of Reese Davis, Dan Baker, and Trigg Darby. She
is the one who convinces Anne to scout out the leads that might be found in Eastport,
where some of the mailings with bullets in them were from.
I made Nilly stronger in her anger at her husband Hank when she discovers his new affair
– a recommendation of Malcolm Spaull – and added a scene where Hank pleads his case
to her one more time, so she has to demonstrate that she will stick to her guns on her
decision to divorce him. It was Tina Lent’s strong view that Nilly should not have an
affair with George, having been wounded by Hank’s many affairs. I made that change,
though kept the growing sexual tension and affection between Nilly and George.
It is Nilly, who deploys Jasper and Anne to see if Trigg Darby flew in and out of
Rockland Airport the day Somers campaign office was shot up. And, it is Nilly, who
discovers Lew is a plant, and strategizes to feed Lew misinformation that he will then in
turn feed to the Reese Davis campaign.
A key moment comes at the very end of the screenplay. George Somers wants Nilly to go
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to Washington with him as his chief of staff. Nilly has just seen George embracing Toni,
the college intern. Nilly shows her fury at that embrace. George explains that the embrace
was not a romantic embrace, rather he was comforting Toni. Nilly believes George.
Although she and George both then acknowledge their attraction for each other, Nilly is
adamant that she won’t go to Washington to join him there under current circumstances,
saying “I want more.” This line culminates the progress for Nilly from accommodating to
her husband and father – who both treat her in ways that place her “second” – to a woman
confident about what she wants and how she wants to be treated in relationships with the
key men in her life.
Other Aspects of the Script Development
It was really important that I get the script to move faster. The Thesis Committee
suggested cutting out scenes that I originally loved, but I later could see slowed the action
down. It was also suggested that I drop the three flashbacks I had and I did that, too. It
made the script stronger.
I sharpened up and clarified the motivation behind Reese Davis’ aggressiveness in
holding onto his seat. One of the flashbacks made Reese’s behavior more understandable,
but also made him more sympathetic as a character. The Thesis Committee thought I
should drop that scene and I did.
The debate section dragged in one of the original drafts; so I shortened that part
dramatically. To build in some greater tension and unpredictability I added the scene
where Nilly sees George embrace Toni. Nilly is stunned and terribly disappointed, having
elevated George in her eyes to a man with “a core of decency,” a man different from
Hank. At the conclusion of the script, Nilly is unwilling to go to Washington with George,
even though she does believe him when he says he wasn’t embracing Toni romantically.
Nilly just doesn’t want to get involved with George romantically since he’s still married
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to Nancy, and she doesn’t want to get involved further professionally under the
circumstances. She’s clear and decisive on that score.
Casting for the “Live” Reading
A “live” reading is a requirement for the MFA degree in Film. I was told there
were abundant resources for actors in a binder of resumes at the Production
Cage at RIT. Alas, my screenplay calls for several older actors. Many of the resumes in
the binder were those of teenagers and little kids. The few adults in the binder were cited
as “models” rather than people with high school or community acting experience, or they
seemed not right for the parts. I called Mark Cuddy, artistic director at Geva Theatre,
whom I know; he had little to offer other than to contact the community theater groups I
had already started to contact. I talked with Carl Wager, a former high school drama
teacher. He referred me to various contacts he had; that brought me actors who would
participate. I relied on a friend, Joan VanNess, who is part of Penfield Players, to help.
She and others agreed to participate. I contacted people involved in theatre in Greece, at
Roberts Wesleyan College, and in my church. I got one person from my church with
acting experience. A friend with experience acting at Monroe Community College
volunteered. Finally, I found 10 actors to play 36 roles. It was a struggle, and not all were
perfectly cast due to availability of actors in the time frame required, but I was very
grateful to have the ones who raised their hands, and offered them an honorarium to
thank them. [Appendix N]
During this time, I also sought and found two respondents to offer their views on the
script and “live” reading. They were Ed Scutt, a writer, actor, teacher, and adjudicator for
the Theatre Association of New York State; and Cheryl Stevens, a teacher and film buff.
Rehearsals
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Cast members were rehearsed individually by me, and as a group. We had one final
rehearsal just prior to the “live” reading. The individual rehearsals helped refine the
dialogue one further step. I shaped the dialogue in the script just slightly once real people
were speaking their various parts as a full cast.
The “Live” Reading
A poster and email invitation were created to gain an audience for the “live” reading of
the screenplay on Saturday, November 10, 2012. [Appendix O] The
10 actors assembled at 10:45 am that day to do a cast rehearsal in the small theatre known
as A060 at RIT. I provided lunch for the cast and respondents at noon. The “live” reading
began at approximately 1 pm before an audience of RIT faculty, students, prospective
students, friends, and family.
The reading went well. The actors gave it their all and brought the characters to life. The
respondents were generous in their praise of the screenplay citing several areas they
particularly enjoyed including: authenticity of the dialogue, richness of the Maine setting,
the quality of character and plot development (even praising the selection of the names
for each of the characters), and the smooth transitions between scenes. One of the
respondents, Ed Scutt, said he hoped to see the screenplay produced for the big screen at
some point. The other respondent, Cheryl Stevens, said she didn’t want the story to end.
Ed Scutt praised the actors and noted the hard work of the Scene Reader as particularly
beneficial to the reading. Photos of the event were taken by my son, Keith Rankin, who
also designed the poster, invitation, and program for the event. [Appendix P]
Final Thoughts
It is very challenging to write a feature-length screenplay, so much more challenging than
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I thought. I am particularly indebted to my Thesis Committee: Malcolm Spaull, Sam
Marks, and Tina Lent. They had the difficult task of encouraging me, while offering their
recommendations for changes along the way. It is not easy to be both a cheerleader and a
critic. They were exceptional at that. I am thankful I had them with me on this journey.
My daughter Kirsten Rankin Murawski – a marketing communications writer – read the
script in its near final version and made smart observations about aspects of the plot that I
might consider changing or clarifying, for example,
whether or not Anne crossed an expected journalistic line when she became more
involved with Jasper and Nilly in uncovering the plot against the Somers campaign. I
tried out the idea of George embracing Toni on Kirsten, which she liked. Kirsten also
found some typos for me too, which was a great help. Typos are easy to miss when
you’ve written and rewritten 90 pages, several times.
My son Keith was also a loyal supporter, and I loved (as did several other people) the
poster, invitation, and program he designed for the event, and appreciate that he was
willing to take photos of the “live” reading. After the reading, he spent time with me
offering additional thoughts on the script, including that I change the social functions the
candidates visited to “bean suppers,” a more common Maine term that Keith knew from
having lived in Maine. I appreciate very much that my adult children took time from their
busy schedules to offer their help. I wish my sister Janice Beales had been able to come
to the “live” reading, but I know I had her support for finishing this degree.
“Sea Smoke” is likely to be followed by another creative work for the big screen at some
point, after I rest up. It was difficult to maintain my professional life and personal life
while completing the MFA program at RIT. I very much appreciate the RIT faculty who
taught me the many film courses required for the MFA degree, and thank them for their
talented teaching. My several summers at the Maine Media Workshops helped imbue
“Sea Smoke” with a Maine presence and contributed to my overall abilities in film.
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I will continue to create and learn, but first…the laundry.
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Appendix A
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Appendix B
Books Read on Screenwriting
Akers, William M., Your Screenplay Sucks!: 100 Ways to Make it Great, Studio City, CA,
Michael Wiese Productions, 2008.
Keane, Christopher, The New Screenwriter’s Workshop, Rockport, ME, The International
Film & Television Workshops,
Pat Cooper and Ken Dancyger, Writing the Short Film, Third Edition, Burlington, MA,
Elservier Focal Press, 2005.
Field, Syd, Screenplay: The Foundations of Screenwriting, Revised Edition, New York,
NY, Bantam Dell, 2005.
Lumet, Sydney, Making Movies, New York, NY, First Vintage Books Edition, 1996.
McKee, Robert, Story: Substance, Structure, Style, and the Principles of Screenwriting,
New York, NY, Harper Collins, 1997.
Truby, John, The Anatomy of Story, New York, NY, Faber and Faber Inc., 2007.
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Appendix C
Working Title: Ruthie, Violet, Minnie, & Russ

Start Date: 06/30/07

Producer Carolyn Phinney Rankin

End Date: 02/15/08

Budget: $23,200)

Running Time: 15:

Advisor: Malcolm Spaull

Release Format: HD

Panel:
Johannes Bockwoldt
Cat Ashworth
Tina Lent, PHD
“Oh, tell me the truth about love.”
—W. H. Auden
Premise: We only think we know who we love.
Story: Ruthie is making funeral arrangements for her long-time companion, Russ, when
Russ’s estranged Catholic wife, Violet, arrives and asserts her rights to take charge.
Ruthie, believing Russ was the victim of a loveless marriage, fights for her rights to lay
him to rest. Violet decides Ruthie deserves the truth about Russ, only to have both Ruthie
and Violet surprised by intimations of yet other women in Russ’s life and the
climatic/dramatic arrival of one of these woman at Russ’s funeral—Minnie.
Synopsis: Scene as opening credits roll: Russ, 75, with his companion of 20 years,
Ruthie, 55, and other family, all smiling jubilantly with NYS Lottery officials as they
stand behind an enormously enlarged check for $10M. As congrats and high fives go
‘round, Russ collapses with a heart attack.
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Dissolve to funeral home office. Russ has died. He’s left a letter asking his long-time
companion, Ruthie, to make funeral arrangements. As Ruthie sits with the funeral
director, Mr. Barnes, Violet, 75, Russ’s estranged Catholic wife, enters and demands her
right to take over. A fight ensues with Ruthie defending her right to make arrangements
for Russ, whom she “knows” to be her loyal lover and whom she admires as a skilled
musician.
Violet fights back He’s her husband, she counters. Violet sees Russ as an unreliable,
incorrigible, gambling, jazz-playing womanizer. Insults escalate until Violet reveals that
Russ reunited with her every year on their anniversary.
A stunned and stricken Ruthie is stopped cold. Violet offers dated photographs of their
annual intimacies, just as Violet and Russ’s son, Charles, 50, and granddaughter, Sophie,
22, enter with Russ’s Will. Violet is relieved. She expects the Will to give her the
position she seeks, but Charles, who is the Executor of the Estate, announces there’s no
mention of funeral arrangements. But he quickly adds that the Will leaves half of Russ’s
estate (now $10M minus taxes) to Violet, and half to Ruthie, except for $50,000 and his
expensive saxophone. The $50,000 and the prized saxophone have been left to a woman
whose identity is to be known only to Russ’s attorney and to Charles, as Executor of the
Estate.
Charles prevails upon Ruthie and Violet to forge an alliance—albeit an uneasy one—to
plan the funeral, citing Russ’s obvious caring for both of them. They both obsess a bit
about who the other woman is, and Ruthie is still shaken by Violet’s evidence that Russ
had more going on than Ruthie knew. Sophie, more liberal in her views on monogamy
than either Violet or Ruthie, encourages them to turn to making funeral plans, and to
think the best of Russ. They uneasily sit down to make the plans.
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Exterior shots of the funeral home at the Wake, showing a mob of people and cars. Russ
was more popular than Violet or Ruthie knew.
Inside the funeral home at the Wake, Ruthie and Violet stand on either end of Russ’s
open coffin receiving condolences from family and Russ’s many friends. Each woman
has prepared her own display of photographs of Russ, and various remnants from their
relationship with him.
The mourners are a diverse lot…some of whom are real characters…a clown, a
mysterious, black veiled woman who speaks to no one, a bar-fly who has to be told to put
out his cigarette, a Dolly Parton look-a-like, 4 seniors in bicycling gear, a bookie on cell
phone, an elementary school cheerleading squad…and others who represent the variety of
people Russ has touched. Charles and Sophie assist in thanking the funeral guests.
Loud sobs are heard in the corridor coming closer. Another older woman bursts into the
room and makes a beeline for the open casket. A young man is trying to catch up to her
as she throws herself bodily on Russ and sobs.
Violet and Ruthie are shocked. Who is SHE? For a split second, Violet and Ruthie are
closer allies than ever. The young man reaches the casket, pulls the sobbing woman off
Russ’s body, and takes her in his arms. “Minnie, Minnie. [pause] You’re in the wrong
room,” he whispers.
Ruthie and Violet recover their composure and laugh…eyeing each other with sighs of
relief…when coming down the corridor, they hear the unmistakable sounds of a
saxophone coming ever closer. Cut to the back of a woman all in black, standing at the
entrance to the room.
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This film is part of an interrelated trilogy of vignettes. The other vignettes:
1. The mishaps, frustrations, and rude awakening of Brian, 23, who works hard to
offer the perfect engagement moment to Sophie, 22, only to be sadder and wiser.
2. Sophie, 22, an art photographer, unexpectedly falls in love with the portraits of a
painter and then, when she ask to meet the artist, instantly falls in love with him,
Grau, 42. This case of love at first sight occurs despite the fact that Sophie is on
the verge of an engagement to Brian, and despite the fact that Grau is an
Argentinian who speaks no English; and Sophie, is an American, who speaks no
Spanish..
Copyright 2007 Carolyn Phinney Rankin
Time Line
Script, Script Reviews, Revisions, Final
June 2007 – August 31, 2007
Storyboards
September 2007
Casting/Location Scouting
August 2007
Composer/Music Rights
August 2007 - September 2007
Crew Decisions
June 2007 – September 2007
Rehearsals
September 2007
Shoot Dates (3)
Early October 2007
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Rough edit, Re-edit, Music, Titles, Final Edit
November 2007 – February 15, 2008
Department Screening
February 2008
Budget
• Script

0

• Producer

0

• Director

0

• Cast [Ruthie; Violet @ $1,500 ea.]

3,000

• Cast [Charles; Sophie; Funeral Director @ $750 ea.]

2,250

• Cast
[6 Weird/Funny/ Mysterious Characters
plus 1 cheerleading squad @$100 honoraria ea.]

700

• Cast [Extras]

0

Total Above the Line

$5,950

• Crew/Equipment [DP, Gaffer, Sound, Stylist]
@ $2,500 /day

7,500

• Still Photographer [3-day shoot; rehearsal day]

0

• Logistics Support; Assistants [2 @ $500 ea.]

1,000

• Volunteer Assistants

0

• Wardrobe, Set Dressing

1,000

• Funeral Home Rental; Casket Rental

3,000

• Catering @$250/day for 3 shoot days]

750

Total Production

$13,250

• Composer/Music Rights

1,500
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• Insurance

0

• Editing, Duplication, Publicity (Posters, Cards)

500

• Contingency

2,000

Total Post Production

$4,000

Grand Total

$23,200
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Appendix E
Working Title: Truth & Love.

Start Date: 06/30/07

Writer: Carolyn Phinney Rankin

End Date: 03/15/08

Budget: $0

Running Time: 90:

Advisor: Malcolm Spaull

Format: Screenplay

Panel:
Mark Foggetti
Tina Lent, PHD

“Oh, tell me the truth about love.”
—W. H. Auden
“Integrity in marriage is sticking with the one you’re stuck with.”
—Stephen Carter
Premise: We only think we know the ones we love.
Story and Synopsis:
Mike, 62, a jazz club owner, is married to Violet, 62, a devout Catholic, but he’s lived
with Ruthie, 50, for 10 years. Mike and Violet have a son, David, 35. Ruthie has a
daughter, Beth, 29, who is secretly dating David. Beth, meanwhile, is not only enamored
of David, but also has recently fallen for Grau, an Argentine painter, who is showing his
work at the local gallery that Beth owns.
As the film opens at the Lamplighter Bar, David and Beth are having a drink and kidding
each other about being almost sister and brother. Mike and Ruthie enter the same bar,
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having come there to celebrate. Mike won $50 million in the state lottery a week ago and
has collected the money, though they’ve told no one. The press announcement is to be in
a couple days. They chat about their life and how $50 million will fit in. Mike is a little
vague about how he sees using the funds, which perplexes Ruthie. But Mike is very clear
about his affection for Ruthie and reveals a bonhomie approach to life that is attractive.
Ruthie backs off from pressing for more details about how the money would be spent.
David and Beth look for an opportunity to duck out before Mike and Ruthie see them.
They giggle uncomfortably in David’s car about the almost revelation of their
relationship.
Mike and Ruthie have an amorous night, but when she nudges him the next morning to
turn off the alarm, he’s dead.
Ruthie, shattered, calls Beth for help. Beth’s in bed with David. Beth tells her mother
she’ll come right over and will “call” David on her cell phone on the way. David takes a
deep breath; he’s moved, but conflicted in feelings for Mike. He says he’ll call Violet.
Violet is up already and walking to an early morning Mass; she’s stopped cold. David
says he’ll meet her at home.
Beth consoles her mother, as medics take the body away. Beth gets Ruthie to have some
coffee and to reminisce about meeting Mike. Ruthie, an investigator for the IRS, met
Mike when she was looking into possible back taxes owed. He charmed her, and she let
him off. Beth leaves to open her gallery. She calls David whose cell is off; she calls Grau
and asks him to meet her at the gallery.
David meets Violet at her home. She is self-contained and talks of necessary
arrangements. But excusing herself to go to the bathroom, asks David to go to his
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apartment to find Mike’s Will. David starts to leave and is stunned to hear his mother
sobbing. He tries Beth on her cell but gets no answer and leaves her a message.
Beth at the gallery is playfully asking Grau to describe the virtues of each painting. He’s
more interested in her physical virtues. David comes in and interrupts the fun and frolic,
but sees nothing as Beth and Grau were behind a panel when he entered. Grau hastily
leaves. David and Beth discuss the impact of Mike’s death on their mothers and
themselves.
Cut to a funeral home. Violet and Ruthie clash over funeral arrangements, with both
women asserting their rights to his last rites. Beth tries to calm things down to no avail.
Violet is particularly conflicted about Mike, seeing him as a libertine and hedonist, which
she deplores, but against her best judgment finds fascinating. She is fighting to have a
traditional Catholic Mass and burial. Ruthie, a Buddhist, wants Mike cremated and to
have a Tibetan monk preside over a ceremony. David arrives at the funeral home with his
father’s Will, with contents that surprise both women. Each woman is left half his estate,
minus his prized, expensive saxophone and $250,000. Mike’s Will makes his memorial
service preferences known, and they’re not the arrangements either woman imagined, but
the Will intimates another secret: Mike leaves someone named only as “Bunny” the
prized, expensive saxophone and $250,000. He leaves the jazz club to David, an attorney
who thinks he’ll sell it.
Who is Bunny? Violet is determined to know. Ruthie is grief-stricken and shaken, but
wants to know too. Was Mike the womanizer Violet always depicted? Did Mike have a
secret life?
Violet and Ruthie turn to David for answers, but he doesn’t know. There is a sealed letter
with the Will, marked “Bunny…open after my memorial service.” Ruthie wants David to
open it immediately. Violet is against that. They agree to wait.
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People arrive at the University Interfaith Chapel for Mike’s memorial service. He’s asked
that the jazz band from his club play all the music. They arrive. And a motley crew of
others arrive too, all eyeing each other with curiosity. Three women seem to be exotic
dancers. Four senior citizens in bike helmets and biking shorts arrive. Some people look
vaguely shady; others seem to be business people. Just as the memorial service
commences, a woman of about 60 with great legs rushes down the aisle, sobbing. Is she
Bunny? No…she’s Minnie…and mistakenly at the wrong memorial service. Her brother
leads her away.
A string of people speak out, reflecting on Mike’s meaning in their lives, Violet and
Ruthie don’t know any of them except the torch singer at Mike’s jazz club. There’s a
bookie named “Bugs” [Is he Bunny? No.]; a cop; a Brownie Troop Mike befriended [The
troop leader is attractive, is she Bunny? No.]; a gorgeous female Vietnamese college
professor [Is she Bunny? No. But she is the love child of one of Mike’s friends from his
days in Vietnam; turns out Mike supported her through college}; Grau, who sold a
painting to Mike; the torch singer, Ruby, young and voluptuous, who sings at Mike’s
club [She’s Bunny, right? No.]
A sometimes amusing, but ever clearer, more nuanced picture of Mike ensues, but we
still don’t know who Bunny is.
Finally, Mike’s boyhood friend, Father Joe, speaks.
Violet, Ruthie, David, and Beth are stunned to learn about Mike and Father Joe’s actual
experiences in Vietnam. It’s a story Mike has never told. A story about a nurse Mike and
Father Joe both fell in love with, Mary, but lost when she became a casualty during an
ambush on their make-shift base. Neither Ruthie nor Violet ever heard of Mary. It’s a
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story about Mike’s friend, Ross, who died in the same ambush next to Mike. Ross was
the Vietnamese professor’s father. Father Joe recounts Mike’s heroism during that siege,
and his war medals that prove it. Father Joe shows the medals to the gathered mourners,
and gives them David.
A long lost love, Mary. Mike a war hero, surprising…OK…high marks there, but who is
Bunny?
Bunny, Father Joe, reveals is Father Joe. Bunny was his nickname in Vietnam. Mike
called him that because he carried a rabbit’s foot for good luck, as he jokingly explains, it
was a few years before the “cross” thing.
Father Joe reaches under the lectern and pulls up the prized saxophone. He asks the
gatherers to follow him out of the chapel as he plays “when the saints go marching in.”
Violet and Ruthie tentatively approach each other; Violet making a sign of the cross as
she leaves the pew; Ruthie clasping her hands and saying to Violet “Nameste.” They
march out side by side. Ruthie reaches her arm around Violet’s waist. Violet tentatively
reaches her arm around Ruthie’s waist. David marches out with Beth, both looking at the
unexpected view of their mothers arm and arm. The giggle and hug. Others fold in.
A year later, David is back at the Interfaith Chapel to be married. To Beth? No. We learn
she ran off with Grau, though he barely speaks English, and she barely speaks Spanish.
Father Joe is there to offer a homily during the non-denominational service. David and he
chat in the aisle of the still largely empty chapel. Two little flower girls and a ring bearer
are nearby in a pew, kicking their feet.
David inquires, whatever was in the letter? Father Joe says a picture of Mary, the nurse,
they both loved; and the words “to live in hearts that love is not to die.”
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A woman enters the atrium outside the chapel. The flounce of her wedding dress is
shown; and then her face. It’s Ruby, the torch singer.
THE END
Copyright 2009 Carolyn Phinney Rankin
Time Line
Script Presented to Panel
March 30, 2009
Panel Feedback
April 13, 2009
Script Revised
April 20, 2009
Panel Feedback
May 1, 2009
Script Revised
May 6, 2009
Casting
April 6, 2009 Complete
Department Reading
May 15, 2009
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April 29, 2010
Thesis Proposal
MFA in Film
School of Film and Animation
Drive
Documentary

Approved for Submission By:
Malcolm Spaull
School of Film and Animation
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Drive
Thesis Proposal
Carolyn Phinney Rankin
April 29, 2010
Synopsis:
Drive is s a bio/profile of Rene Isidore, an extraordinary sales person for Lexus. The 1520 minute film will be a film of discovery: What makes Rene tick? Where does he get
his drive?
And why should we care?
Rene Isidore is the top sales person for Lexus in Rochester, and one of the top sales
people nationwide for the Lexus brand. He grew up with significant disadvantages: an
early childhood in Haiti, where his family went without food for 3 days at a time. At age
9, he arrived in the U.S., speaking only Creole. You’d never know it today.
Rene is 65, but looks years away from retirement.
Rene was a top sales person for IBM before turning to cars. He has a handicapped wife,
whom he adores. He has no children. He is forthright about a past drinking problem.
Rene gets most of his business now from referrals and repeat customers.
When you buy a car from Rene, he tells you "I will be your only contact from now on.
Need help with the navigation tools. Call me. Need routine service. Call me. Can't figure
out how to install the automatic garage door feature on you review mirror. I'll come out.
Trouble on a trip. Call me."
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It's not a boast. He does these things.
Women customers bake him cakes and bread. Other customers give him golf rounds at
Oak Hill, or $100 bonuses. He told a prospect from Lockport not to deal in Williamsville
for a Lexus. "I'll pick up your car for service," says Rene. "You'll be in good hands." He
means it.
Rene is alert, hardworking (exceptionally so), a smart negotiator. But on one car he sold
he made an error of $1.50 on the bill and would not go to the finance office and get that
$1.50 back for the customer. Rene likes to be perfect in his employer’s eyes. Rene asks
for what he wants: "You'll get a survey about your car buying experience," he says. "The
only answer is 'outstanding' for every question.”
Why should we care about a guy that is an excellent car salesman? The answers are
many: Because excellence is admirable; we should know what it looks like. Because
maybe doing excellent work is tied to happiness and self-esteem. Because like all
admirable qualities, you can push too far, reach too high, and fall. Just where does the
wisdom or instinct come from to avoid the fall?
Treatment:
I propose to follow Rene through his typical days, at home and at work.
We’ll see him with customers, and with his wife. There will be interviews with people
like the lady who bakes him bread, and a man who gives him rounds of golf to say thanks.
We’ll interview his boss and colleagues.
Photos from Rene’s childhood will give us a sense of the young Rene.
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A psychologist will be interviewed about people who strive for excellence, and what
makes them tick.
Long interviews with Rene will be cut in to provide the documentary spine.
This is the story of one man, but it is larger than that. It’s a story about “drive.”
Working Title:

Drive

Start Date:

April 2010

Budget:

$2,280

End Date:

Nov.2010

Advisor:

Malcolm Spaull

Budget:
Script:

No charge

Production Unit:

In kind

Direction:

In kind

Cast:

No charge

Total Pre-Production:

$0

Production Staff:

In kind

Craft Service:

$300

Make-up:

In kind

Camera consumables:

$500

Transportation:

$200

Insurance:

$250

Total Production:

$1,250

Edit:

In kind

Music:

$300
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Titles:

In kind

Total Post-Production:

$300

Posters:

$300

DVD-R:

$50

Total Other:

$350

Contingency of 20%:

$380

Total budget:

$2,280

Time Frame:
Arpil/May 2010

Production Planning
Interviewees chosen

June-July 2010

Shooting

August-September 2010

Paper Edit
Script
Edit
Sound Mixing

November or earlier:

Show Film to Audience
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Greenlight
Thesis Proposal
Carolyn Phinney Rankin
April 29, 2010
“….I became aware of the old island here that flowered once for Dutch eyes—a
fresh green breast of the new world.”
“….I thought of Gatsby’s wonder when he first picked out the green light at the end
of Daisy’s dock.”
“So we beat on, boats against the current, borne back ceaselessly into the past.”
—F. Scott Fitzgerald, The Great Gatsby
Synopsis:
A female film director, Nilly, finally gets an Oscar‐worthy project —a remake of The
Great Gatsby—but on set she must confront sabotage and reconnections with her past
that lead to tragic results.
Greenlight is a feature-length screenplay that explores a mature women’s need to excel,
to be impressive—a need that has haunted her since childhood. In filming The Great
Gatsby, in itself an examination of a fixation on a goal, Nilly faces more than the
obstacles thrown in her way; she faces, at last, who she really is.
Key Characters:
NILLY [Nilliam], 58, has never quite measured up to the expectations of her highly
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successful father, BILL [William], who after all wanted his first born to be a boy. She
enters a predominately male field, film directing, and does pretty well, but has haunting
doubts about whether she has the right stuff. Is she smart enough, strong enough, and
daring enough to be really great? Despite her penchant for feminist rhetoric and causes,
deep down she feels deficient in some ill‐defined way. She embraces the nurturing,
loving side of her own nature, which she identifies as coming from her mother, GRACE.
But she wonders if the “mom‐side” of her character gets in the way of exceptional
professional achievement. Nilly is screenwriter, producer, and director for the remake of
The Great Gatsby, a project she has worked on for the last 9 years. This film is her
chance to put these past doubts to rest….and to show her dad.
ANNE, 30, a Tony‐winning theater actor, has been cast as Daisy in The Great Gatsby.
She has never done a film, but she fought to get this part when she learned Nilly was the
director. Her selection has created buzz that’s both positive and negative; the publicity is
helping the film so far. Anne will play both the young and older Daisy. Anne is on her
own
quest. She wants to be seen as the consummate versatile actor, whether on stage or in film.
And she wants to be that rare woman actor who keeps getting parts well into her 60s. She
cannot imagine ever retiring; acting is her life.
GEORGE, 58, an Oscar‐winning director of photography, has agreed to be Nilly’s DP
for the film. Years ago George and Nilly were lovers [a Paris in the springtime romance],
but they parted quickly and eventually married others. George’s wife died a year ago.
George and Nilly have maintained a platonic friendship for three decades, but have never
worked together. George, a genial fellow, has a recently discovered heart condition that
he’s keeping secret. But he couldn’t say no to Nilly, because he, too, sees this as her
chance to receive the recognition she deserves.
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JASPER, 25, is Nilly’s son with her husband, HANK. Jasper has had several acting roles
since he was a teenager. He’s done well, and has a following. The Studio wanted him in
the role of Jay Gatsby, both the young Jay and the older Jay, and Nilly agreed, though
with some concerns about directing her own son. Jasper has been experimenting with
drugs for several years, but so far has kept his escapades out of the press and under his
parents’ radar. They and the Studio heads do know about his “clubbing,” though, and are
a bit edgy about his reliability. Still, audiences love him; he’s hot; so he has the part.
HANK, 56, Nilly’s husband, is a lot like Nilly’s dad. He is a very successful Hollywood
attorney, known for his daring and theatrics in the courtroom. He’s had more than one
affair over the life of their marriage, but he’s committed to stay hitched to Nilly, a woman
he admires for her spirit, strength, and talent.
LEW, 34, is a lanky, Studio lackey who is assigned to watch over the production of The
Great Gatsby and keep the Studio heads informed. Nilly chafes at his presence. Lew,
meanwhile, is more than a watchdog; he’s a double‐crosser. Working on the sly for a
wealthy talent agent who represents the director who was Nilly’s rival to direct The Great
Gatsby, Lew is deployed by the talent agent to sabotage the filming of The Great Gatsby.
Treatment:
Nilly is called in to to meet with Studio heads who want her to serve as producer, screenwriter,
and “executive director” of The Great Gatsby, but give the director’s role to a younger
director. Nilly owns the rights to the project and says a flat “no.” The Studio heads threaten to
pull funding, but Nilly stands firm. They give in, but assign Lew as Nilly’s “assistant,” to give
them updates on the progress of the filming.
Nilly has a fitful night with a dream that flashes back to her childhood. A recurring
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memory is when she was 6 years old and visiting Niagara Falls with her mother, Grace;
father, Bill [William]; little 4‐year‐old sister, Dorset; and infant brother, Milford. Over
her mother’s protests, Nilly follows her father down to the riverbed directly next to the
Falls. With her mother anxiously shouting for Bill [William] to watch her; Nilly tries to
keep up with her dad, but he moves along a narrow path and over and around boulders
without heeding her attempts to keep up. Nilly sees a stairs that goes directly into the
river rapids. She thinks about jumping in to impress her dad. Magically, she thinks she
would survive. She almost jumps in. Nilly wakes with a start and tells Hank she’s had
THAT dream again. He comforts her.
The filming gets under way. Anne is having some difficulty acting with the nuanced
gestures that film accommodates. The Studio nudges Nilly to get rid of her and cast
someone else. She refuses. Meanwhile, a few actors get food poisoning causing a delay in
filming. The caterer is fired, and filming continues.
George and Nilly find themselves enjoying each other’s company. Nilly finds in George
someone who really sees her—a being worthy beyond her talent. But Hank pops in now
and then to show his support for Nilly interrupting a budding re-attraction between
George and Nilly.
Lew befriends Jasper and offers to get him some “quality” drugs. The talent agent who
has hired Lew pushes him to cause some additional significant harm beyond the food
poisoning episode. The talent agent wants “methods” that show Nilly isn’t up to the job.
The gas station featured in the film catches fire and Anne is a suspect since she had been
taking a break to smoke near the gas station. But the suspicion seems preposterous to
Nilly. Lew tells the Studio that Nilly is lax on standard safety standards for the cast, crew
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and set designers.
When Anne flubs her lines badly the next day, Nilly loses her cool and Anne leaves the
set in tears. They talk laterthat night, and Nilly agrees to keep giving Anne a chance.
There is a minor equipment failing during the filming of the next scene, and George
becomes convinced that there is a saboteur. George rigs up some small cameras in key
place to see if they can catch the saboteur. Nilly and Geroge share wine, conversation, an
embrace.
Tensions continue to mount during filming. Nilly works to retain her focus on the film,
while moving closer to George. Jasper buys drugs from Lew, and reports late for a shoot.
Another costly delay; the Studio has a fit.
In a climatic scene from The Great Gatsby in which Daisy runs over Myrtle and Jay
Gatsby takes the blame, there is a terrible accident, a real one involving Anne [as Daisy],
Jasper [as Jay], and George, who is filming the scene. The brakes on the car that Anne is
driving cease to work. With a train crossing just ahead and a train coming through, Anne
swerves, and the car spins around, shoots off the highway, and sideswipes George before
landing in a ravine. Anne and Jasper are OK, but George is badly hurt, and suffers a heart
attack on the way to the hospital where he dies.
Later that night, a distraught Nilly views tapes from the small cameras that George
installed and sees Lew sabotaging the car. Lew is arrested. He fingers the talent agent in
order to receive a reduced charge. He tries to implicate Jasper in the sabotage, but there’s
no evidence to support his claim.
Nilly works to finish the film, which she dedicates to George.
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Anne is the one who knocks on Nilly’s door to tell her she’s been nominated for an Oscar
for The Great Gatsby. Anne has been nominated, too. Anne and Nilly take a long walk
along tree-lined cliffs next to the ocean. They talk about ambition, love, loss, the price of
success, working past their “prime,” and the wonder of their profession.
But, at long last, for Nilly, there is the realization that the quest to impress is not her
essential journey anymore. “Is it because I’m there? At a pinnacle of some kind,” she
asks Anne.
“Maybe,” says Anne.
“Maybe,” says Nilly. [pause] “I still hope I win the bugger though.”
[Laughter]
Working Title:

Greenlight

Start Date:

April 2010

Budget:

$2,870

End Date:

Nov.2010

Advisor:

Malcolm Spaull

Script copies:

$350

Adv. Screenwritng

$2220

Actors:

No charge:

Postcard promo:

$300

Total budget:

$2,870

Time Frame:
April-July 2010

First Draft
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July-September 2010

2ne Draft

September-October 2010

3rd Draft

October 2010

4th Draft
Actor Casting/Rehearsals

November 2010

Live Reading of Screenplay
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Sea Smoke
Thesis Proposal
Carolyn Phinney Rankin
May, 2010
“So we beat on, boats against the current, borne back ceaselessly into the past.”
—F. Scott Fitzgerald, The Great Gatsby
“What if, as The Pregnant Widow suggests, experience teaches us nothing—if our 20year-old selves are as wise as we’ll ever get?”
—Jennie Yabroff, Newsweek,
May 10, 2010, Page 53
“Experience teaches only the teachable.”
—Aldous Huxley
“You’re still you.”
—Dana Reeve, actor and wife of
Christopher Reeve, after he was
paralyzed following a horseback
riding accident.
Synopsis:
Nilly, principal of a regional advertising agency, finally gets an opportunity to do
something fresh, exciting, and national in scope —manage a Congressional campaign—
but she must confront mysterious sabotage and reconnections with her past. Her life is
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forever altered as a result.
Sea Smoke is a feature-length screenplay that explores a women’s hunger to be loved and
need to excel, to be impressive—needs that have collided and haunted her since
childhood.
Note: Sea smoke is a morning mist created when the ocean’s warm waters collide with
cooler sea air.
Key Characters:
NILLY [Nilliam], 49, slender, appears to those people who know her to be accomplished,
confident, and strong. But in Nilly’s childhood the bar for success was set very high. She
has never measured up to the expectations of her highly successful, swashbuckling father,
BILL [William], who after all wanted his first born to be a boy. Denied the opportunity to
enter her father’s successful boat-building business (“a man’s life,” her father tells her),
Nilly launched her own business—an ad agency. She’s well-regarded in her profession,
but it’s not enough; she wants an accolade with a national stamp of success on it, made
all the harder to achieve in rural Mid-Coast Maine.
Managing a Congressional campaign, one that has attracted national media, is her
chance…if her candidate wins. She accepts the campaign manager position with only 3
months remaining in the campaign when the previous campaign manager dies of an
aneurysm.
But getting a win will prove difficult, with mysterious sabotage; a sudden problem with
her vision; and a significant complication: she falls in love with the married candidate, a
man she briefly dated as a 20-year-old.
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Nilly’s own marriage to HANK has had ups and downs, but she abhors the thought of
divorce, another hold-over from childhood, watching the travails and parental disapproval
of her father’s divorced mother. Nilly and Hank have a 24-year-old son, JASPER, who
works with his dad. Despite Nilly’s penchant for feminist rhetoric and causes, deep down
she feels deficient. Years ago when she married Hank, she did so because he seemed
smart and strong, like her dad. There’s a part of Nilly that seeks male protection, a hidden
part.
Nilly embraces the nurturing, loving side of her own nature, which she identifies as
coming from her mother, GRACE. But she sometimes worries that the “mom‐side” of her
nature gets in the way of being exceptional, like her dad and husband.
Nilly wonders how or if anyone really feels comfortable in her/his own skin ‘cause she
does not.
HANK, 52, Nilly’s husband, is a lot like Nilly’s dad, but better educated and a bit more
hands-on as a dad than hers was. Hank is a very successful attorney, known for his daring
and theatrics in the courtroom. Working out of his office in Portland, Maine, and
commuting home to Mid-Coast Maine, he’s had more than one affair over the life of their
marriage. But he’s committed to stay hitched to Nilly, a woman he admires for her spirit,
strength, and talent. It doesn’t hurt that she’s pretty good-looking, an asset for a public
man. He is used to earning more money than Nilly, and having a much larger public
profile. Hank has a show biz side to his character, and loves being “a man about town.”
People joke that when Hank defends anyone that they are “guilty, guilty, guilty,” but they
usually get off, because Hank is very good at what he does.
GEORGE, 49, founder of a civil engineering firm, has been talked into running for
Congress against an influential Republican, head of the Armed Services Committee,
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REESE “RED” DAVIS. George is an improbable candidate in many ways, formerly
registered as an Independent, never politically active before, but he’s smart, attractive,
articulate in an appealing folksy way, with a spotless reputation, and passionate views on
issues facing the next Congress. It helps that he’s a millionaire and can finance his
campaign himself if he needs to.
George is happily married with three grown children, all launched in their own careers.
Unlike Hank, he’s not a risk-taker or combative by nature. He’s much more used to
achieving his aims through likability, self-deprecating humor, hard work, gut instincts,
and “smarts.” On his own from an early age, he is resilient and one of those people who
is “comfortable in his own skin.”
Years ago, in their early 20s, both on a trip aboard, George and Nilly were lovers [a Paris
in the springtime romance], but they parted quickly and married others.
JASPER, 24, is Nilly and Hank’s son. Jasper just finished his law degree and has joined
his father’s firm…though he still must pass the bar. Jasper has been experimenting with
drugs for several years, but so far has kept his escapades out of the press and under his
parents’ radar. They know about his “clubbing,” though, and are a bit edgy about his
reliability. Both parents think he still needs parenting, but they don’t agree about what
kind of parenting that should be for a young adult. Jasper wants to be involved in the
Congressional race; his dad doesn’t like that idea.
ANNE, 26, a Columbia U. journalism grad, summa cum laude, is a whip-smart political
reporter for MSNBC. George’s race is the first Congressional race she’s covered on her
own, and once the race receives national attention, she has to fight to keep the assignment.
She’s engaged to a reporter for the Washington Post, but finds herself drawn toward
Jasper, a kind of “bad boy.” Anne wants it all…a Pultizer…a marriage…babies…a long
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life…stability, fun, and excitement. The only thing she doesn’t care much about is
making lots of money.
LEW, 19, and TONY, 19, are political science majors at the University of Maine at
Orono. Lew is a former prep school kid, the son of absentee wealthy parents. Tony is a
short, scrappy kid whose dad worked for Nilly’s dad building boats. Kind-hearted George
agreed Lew and Tony could be interns on his campaign during the final SeptemberNovember push. Nilly doesn’t like the idea much, and tries to just take on Tony as a
compromise, but ultimately goes along with having both Lew and Tony involved. Lew is
working on the sly for Red Davis, which Tony belatedly discovers.
REESE, “RED,” 66, was elected as a Republican to Congress 30 years ago. He looks
like a sagging hulk, but in a debate he has presence. His once red hair is now shot through
with gray. Red is the powerful chair of the Armed Services Committee, and unbeknownst
to most of his constituents is in the pocket of Shield, a government contractor that
provides various military-related services, particularly in war zones [like Blackwater,
now re-named Xe does]. Shield has a blemished record of service to the USA, but keeps
its contracts.
George’s wife, Nancy; Red’s wife, Valerie; Red’s campaign manager, Joe; Bill; Will;
journalists, goons from Shield, and others will play roles.
Treatment:
In black and white images, Nilly is seen as a 6-year-old, visiting Niagara Falls with her
mother, Grace; father, Bill [William]; little 4‐year‐old sister, Dorset; and infant brother,
Will [William]. Over her mother’s protests, Nilly follows her father down to the riverbed
directly next to the Falls. With her mother anxiously shouting for Bill [William] to watch
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her; Nilly tries to keep up with her dad, but he moves along a narrow path and over and
around boulders without heeding her attempts to keep up. Nilly sees a stairs that goes
directly into the river rapids. She looks toward her dad, now far from her. In voice over,
adult Nilly explains that she was thinking about jumping in to impress her dad; he would
admire her as she floated on top of the rapids, she thought. She tries to summon the
courage to jump in. She leaves the stairs to the rapids, and moves in the direction of her
dad, but goes back to those stairs again. She’s close to jumping in, but backs away and
goes up the stairs on the bank back to her mom.
The film switches to color. Nilly is standing at the edge of a private beach on the Maine
coast. Stairs lead into the surf. She’s been describing the Niagara Falls story to George.
They are at George’s house in Maine. The stairs into the ocean have reminded Nilly of
her childhood experience. George has been convinced to run for Congress; his campaign
manager has died suddenly of an aneurysm and he needs a replacement pronto. He needs
to convince Nilly to be his campaign manager. She’s contributed financially to his
campaign—a major donor with connections, particularly through her husband, Hank. Just
as important, Nilly has been doing a great job on George’s campaign ads, providing wise
strategic, as well as creative advice. They’ve worked well together so far.
Nilly has been telling the story of Niagara Falls to George to make a point: she has an
instinct that’s self-preserving, and running an uphill political campaign is not selfpreserving. And, she has an ad agency to run. George points out Nilly’s experience in
creating political ads, uses some self-deprecating humor to lighten the discussion (“no
one else is going to take me on”), and convinces Nilly he needs someone he trusts: her.
He’s successful; Nilly says yes. Husband Hank is polite about the matter, but not thrilled,
even if it is just a 3-month stint. Jasper is excited, and wants to be part of the campaign,
further annoying Hank.
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The campaign gets in high gear with all of the hoopla and challenges of any campaign in
its final months. Lew and Tony join the campaign, just after Nilly takes it on. Anne, the
broadcast journalist, introduces herself, and comes on board to shadow the campaign in
the final stretch. George clarifies his stand on issues, does an ad, and gets ready for a
debate with Red. But Red always seems two steps ahead of George, and there are
troubling accidents: campaign literature is lost; the campaign office has a minor fire; their
preferred time slots on television are snapped up by Red.
Tony discovers Lew is spying on George’s campaign and likely sabotaging it to help
Red’s campaign. Tony tips off George. George says “he’s not going to wet his pants over
that,” but Nilly promptly lets Lew go.
Meanwhile, Anne is stoking news coverage with juicy stories about each campaign, and
in off hours is spending some bar time with Jasper, supposedly to get more background,
but she’s drawn to Jasper—not a good move professionally.
Nilly starts to have vision problems with her left eye. The eye doctor says she could lose
her eyesight without surgery. Nilly wants to put it off until after the campaign. The
“vision” issue is a metaphor for elements about the campaign and her own life that Nily
doesn’t see as well as she might.
A turning point occurs when Nilly and George act on what has become a growing
attraction. The heat of the campaign is heating up their once cooled off relationship.
Falling in love with the candidate is not a winning strategy. Nilly is confused about what
to do, but decides to forge on, with the campaign and with a budding love affair with
George.
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George is hospitalized with a possible heart attack. Nilly tells the press it’s food
poisoning, but George and Nilly both know someone is out to get George (he has in fact
been poisoned, the doctors say). They rule out the double-crossing Lew, who has already
left the scene, and in any event doesn’t strike them as willing to go as far as poisoning
George.
Nilly’s adeptness at advertising and branding, and her strategic sense of how to win make
the race closer and closer. A broadcast report by Anne about Nilly and her power and
savvy as a campaign manager makes her name a household word. Red’s team is upset.
The folks who run Shield are especially aggravated. And Hank is increasingly jealous of
George and not pleased to become Mr. Nilly in the public’s mind. Hank is into control—
in the courtroom and at home—and suddenly his well-managed world is changing.
A second turning point occurs: Nilly takes an early morning kayak run on the ocean to
clear her head. She strokes swiftly and peacefully through the calm ocean, where a mist
has risen (sea smoke). As she makes her way, alternating with the swish sound of her
paddles, a large motorboat ominously revs up. Suddenly, the motorboat is heading right
for Nilly. It spins around next to her, overturning her kayak in its wake. She is fastened
into the ocean kayak. Upside down, underwater, she maneuvers back to the surface, and
paddles furiously for the shore. The boat turns around and heads for her again. This time
it clips the rear of the kayak, but Nilly rights the damaged vessel and stays afloat. She
paddles strongly toward shore and shallow water. The boat turns and pursues her, but
can’t proceed into the more shallow water. One of the two men in the boat has Nilly in
gun sights, as she detaches from the kayak and clamors up the steep bank. The second
man pushes the gun down. The men in the boat turn back.
Hank wants Nilly to quit the campaign immediately. Nilly refuses. Then, Nilly starts
putting two and two together. The attack in her kayak was beyond anything Lew could or
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would do. Who? She rummages through campaign research on Red. Anti-abortionists?
They’ve made phone threats. Oil drillers? They hate George’s stand on legislating greater
restrictions on drilling. Shield? They have the most to lose. It must be men hired by
Shield. But Hank has represented Shield in the past. What about Hank?
George, Nilly, Jasper, and the FBI set a trap. Anne’s reporting is involved in the trap, but
unbeknownst to her. Shield’s men fall for it, and are arrested. Red is implicated, but
there’s
no proof. Anne is furious to have been maneuvered, unwittingly, into playing a role in the
trap. It undercuts her journalism creds. She blames Jasper for not warning her. Their
budding romance is in trouble.
Nilly confronts Hank. Hank is not involved with sabotage, but his past representation of
Shield, his jealousy of Nilly’s growing prominence, his past affairs…it all comes to a
head; Nilly has had enough. She tells Hank to leave. He refuses. He wants “his” marriage
to survive, and he darn well isn’t vacating the coastal house they share. To his
amazement, she leaves.
There’s still an election to win. The campaign works aggressively, and wins.
George and Nilly have a quiet moment together after the election results are in, and
George is declared a winner. George will not leave his wife, Nancy. Knnowing George—
he loves both women in different ways—Nilly understands. But George and Nilly can’t
let each other go either. The future is not clear as George mounts the stage to the cheers
and applause of the crowd, with his wife and adult children at his side. Nilly watches
from backstage; turns her back and walks out alone, giving quick answers to Anne and
other reporters as she passes along the corridor to the fresh air, and walks down the dark
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street by herself. She is sober faced, with tears at first. Then her pace picks up and she
breaks into a small smile, takes off her high heels, and runs.
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Appendix M
New Treatment for Nilly for the screenplay “Sea Smoke” September 2012
Nilly at the start of the film:
•

Clearly physically strong and agile—ocean kayaking scene

•

Willing to take moderate risks, like kayaking without a buddy in the early morning
fog

•

Shows herself to be a busy, successful business woman – owner of ad agency

•

Expresses mild push-back to her father’s (Bill’s) disparaging comments about her
choice to do the ads for a political campaign; and only brief push-back to her
husband’s (Hank’s) obvious lack of familiarity with her business successes

•

Reveals her deeper wish (want) to be on an equal footing and better appreciated with
her father and husband in conversation with her son, Jasper (Nilly wants to be a
partner, not a supporting player; a cheerleader–where Bill and Hank position her)

Nilly at key juncture of the film:
•

Discovers Hank’s new affair (one of many) and is “done” with Hank

•

Makes a decision to run George’s campaign; not just create his ads—a decision at
odds with Bill and Hank, but before she solidifies the decision she prudently checks
with her chief business associate to ensure continued success of her ad agency (she’s
not ready to shoot the moon)

Nilly during the campaign:
•

Takes the lead sleuthing role to figure out who is sabotaging George’s campaign—
uses her son (Jasper) and the reporter (Anne)

•

Develops an aggressive, new strategy for George to win the election upping the
activity and visibility of the campaign; solves campaign problems quickly,
confidently, getting volunteers back in the field

•

After a missed opportunity for the campaign at the Union Fair, Nilly is momentarily
troubled by her father’s “I told you so” criticism (she knew he’d be at the fair and
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hoped he’d see the effects of her campaign handiwork). Nilly rebounds when
reminded by George that her overall strategy is working; the poll numbers prove it
•

Pinpoints Lew as one of the saboteurs; fights George over what to do with that
knowledge; Nilly comes up with a plan to “use” Lew to plant misinformation

•

Keeps an attraction to George at a slow burn, but it is evident in their more private
interactions

Nilly at second key juncture:
•

Uses her physical strength and determination to survive a dramatic murderous attack
on her as she kayaks

•

Shaken by the event, she wavers mightily on whether to continue to manage George’s
campaign or not—she didn’t envision this level of risk

•

Nilly decides to go forward (shoot the moon) with the campaign; involves the Sheriff and
FBI

•

Stands up to her father regarding his apparent disappointment that her brother’s
newborn is a girl, not a boy

•

Nilly’s son, Jasper, overhears her comments to her father; in a following exchange
with Nilly, she acknowledges her dad is unlikely to change, but that she has

Nilly as the film ends:
•

Declines to say yes or no to George’s invitation to go to Washington with him;
negotiates for a month to decide

•

Overcomes anxiety about kayaking again and sets out, alone
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Sea Smoke Actors
Brennan Knight has starred in several theater productions and indie films, been featured in television
commercial work, and was selected as an award-winning talent of the “Stars at Sea” program.
Bradley T. Files has appeared with Limelight Productions, Greater Rochester Repertory, and most
frequently with Black Sheep Theatre. Among his credits are roles in “Harvey,” “The Unexpected
Guest,” “The Psychic,” and “Widowers’ Houses.”
France McCloskey has acted in productions for Black Sheep Theatre, Footlight Players, and Infusion/
Action Theatre. She appeared in the “Vagina Monologues” for Planned Parenthood. You can see
her in December in “The Desk Set,” produced by Screen Plays.
Jeff Miller has performed on regional stages in “1776,” “The Mikado,” and “Scrooge.” He’s
appeared on camera in “Maxed Out and “Boyd.” He has entertained at sea for the Holland
America Line. He has appeared in two dozen films for RIT’s School of Film & Animation.
Gregory Nunn has performed in plays at Geva Theatre Center, Rochester Children’s Theatre, and for
the Mystery Company. He had roles in several movies, including “Niche.”
Elizabeth Simpson is a music and theater director, having held positions in both private and public
educational systems. She performs as an actor, violinist, ventriloquist, and soprano. Recently, she
had a leading role in “1776,” and is pursuing her Ph.D, in Arts Infused Education.
Bob Stevens frequently acted in Monroe Community College productions, including “Oklahoma,”
“Elephant Man,” “Guys & Dolls,” “Joseph & the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat,” “Anything Goes,”
and “Detective Story.” At Mesa State College, he appeared in “Of Mice & Men,” “Song of Norway,”
and “Lysistrata.” For Rochester Community Players, he performed in “Desperate Hours.”
Joan VanNess recently appeared with Black Sheep Theatre in “Witness for the Prosecution” and
with the Irish Players in “The Cripple of Inishmaan.” She has also worked with Penfield Players and
other local groups as both actor and director. She is currently director for Process Productions’ “I
Write to Discover” – produced earlier this year at ESTA Fest and the Rochester Fringe Festival.
Lew Ward-Baker has been acting since he was in third grade. He took frequent roles in productions
at Cornell University while studying there. Locally, he’s well known for his starring role as Tevye in
three separate productions of “Fiddler on the Roof.” He’s also acted in and produced several
musical productions, including many Gilbert & Sullivan.
Gretchen Woodworth has acted in production for Limelight Productions, Penfield Players, Shipping
Dock Theatre, and Black Sheep Theatre. Her other credits include work with Mystery Company,
Rochester Fringe Festival, Toronto Fringe Festival, ESTA Fest, and New York City’s Strawberry One Act
Festival.

Sea Smoke Respondents
Ed Scutt is an actor, writer, and adjudicator for the Theatre Association of New York State.
Cheryl Stevens is a teacher, sometime actor for Monroe Community College, and avid film goer.
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